Panasync: Dependency tracking among file copies
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Abstract

File copying is frequently used to implement ad hoc management of file replicas, backups and versions. Such tasks can be assisted by appropriate applications, at the expense of introducing some restrictions to the usage patterns. In particular, this is the case of interactions involving disconnected machines and transportable media. PANASYNC tries to support these actions by introducing a set of commands for file copying and re-integration that complement the file-system commands and provide support for dependency analysis among time-stamp assisted files.

1 Introduction

User interaction with the file system is supported by command line or by graphical user interfaces, both alternatives providing standard operations such as file and directory creation, renaming, copying and removal. In their normal activity users can resort to a given operation in order to achieve different purposes. For instance, the copy operation can be used to create a backup of a file, to branch a project or even to substitute a file with the contents of another. Due to the simplicity of the basic operations available to the user, the underlying purpose cannot be perceived by the system. The system treats the operations indistinguishably, thus having no provision to assist the user along its tasks. Consequently the user is on its own, regarding, for instance, file version management.

The common solution to this problem is to adopt version-control environments offering a special set of tools and often embedding their own filing structures in the underlying file system. However, the adoption of a special environment for versioning control is usually a matter of complexity assessment, and users tend to avoid it when they want to manage what they perceive as a simple file duplication or versioning task. Few users resort to versioning support tools when taking a draft document copy to eventually work on it in a weekend.

Additionally, the use of existing versioning and replication environments calls for a centralized or at least pre-set distributed configuration that is frequently inadequate to the user mobility needs. Missing features encompass the uncoordinated creation of new replicas and isolated forking of new versions. Together these restrictions can lead users back to basic file system operations, or at least make them think twice before switching into a coordinated environment.

In this article we discuss the design of a set of tools that provide autonomous file copying and versioning. These constructs can be implemented by a set of commands that manage additional time-stamping data over an off-the-shelf file system or by the design of a file system extension that manages and hides the time-stamp data. These tools can be used as a complement to the standard file system operations.

2 Related Work

Replicated file systems such as Coda [4], Ficus [3] and Rumor [8], are bound to rely on some notion of replication volumes (typically subtrees in a given machine). These systems can be related to version control systems if interpreted as providing version control over a well defined number of branches, when allowing optimistic replica evolution on each volume.

In these systems, the use of vector time-stamps for conflict detection requires either an indexing of the replication volumes or a way to univocally identify each volume. That assumption enables the design of file time-stamps as mappings from volume id (which can be a name or vector index) into an update counter [5, 7]. A consequence of this design is that a file cannot be replicated in the same volume, and in particular in the same directory.

Another problem is the transitive replication that can occur, for instance, when using transportable media.
this case, the availability of one replica is not sufficient for the autonomous creation of the new replication volume that would host a subsequent replica. All these patterns of usage, when actually needed, lead the users back to the use of uncoordinated copy.

The solution to the autonomous identity creation problem relies on a recursive construction of the new ids, in the presence of a single file replica. The BAYOU system [6] uses a similar technique for volume identity creation. PANASYNC will use a recursive technique that is based on previous work on autonomous causality [2] and autonomous file time-stamping [1] in order to provide single file replication and versioning.

Simple but well deployed forms of replication systems, such as Microsoft Windows Briefcase and the new off-line files and folders of Windows 2000, target optimistic replication between a mobile unit (or an instance of transposable media) and one host. This restricted form of replication fits the general case of replicated file systems.

Traditional versioning systems, such as CVS1 and PRCS2, are targeted to manage short derivations from a central branch of development. In this sense they support an arbitrary number of concurrent evolutions but do not treat them as first class elements, and keep a centralized control on the versioning information. A recent trend in versioning systems, as depicted in BitKEEPER3 design, aims to support parallel lines of development that share code improvements with a more robust ‘diffing’ technique. This approach differs from the PANASYNC scenario as it targets the management of sets of files (repositories), in contrast with a file based approach, and focuses on ‘diff’ portability and not on causality based domination analysis between parallel evolutions. Nevertheless this trend appears to share common motivation with our approach whilst at a different level.

3 Revisiting Copy Constructs

PANASYNC intends to add file based replication and versioning constructs in a way that complements the usual file manipulation constructs. Since some of their functionality will be complemented, it is important to review the possible applications of existing operations. Considering the arbitrary syntax and Unix mapping shown in Table 1, we discuss how some user tasks expressing replication or versioning are typically performed.

If the intent is to create a new file unrelated to the other files, the operation could be create(content,new-file-name). However, it is sometimes useful to start the new file with the content of another file (for instance when starting a new LATEX document or a CGI script), which would lead to copy(file-name,new-file-name).

When the intent is to keep a backup copy of a given file, the operation is something like copy(file-name,file-name.orig) or slightly different, copy(file-name,file-name.v01), if several backup versions are to be created. If, latter on, the user wants to discard changes he issues something like copy(file-name.orig,file-name). Alternatively, if the user needs backup versions for a set of files, he might make use of a new sub-directory that gathers a given version of the files, and then use something like copy(*,dir-name.v01), which keeps the original file names but places them in a different name space.

Finally, when the intent is to replicate a file or set of files the practice is to keep the names and copy them into a different name space (disk and directory). Later on, replica identification and the possibility of replica re-integration must be evaluated by the user and lead to the appropriate copy or move operations.

In all these tasks the copy operation is heavily used and its different intents are only vaguely captured by the choice of names and name spaces that the user conducts. There is no way of providing system support to these operations and the users are on their own to make either correct decisions or mistakes.

It is also clear that the directory structure is used for several purposes, division of name space, classification, and identification of different physical storage devices. It can be the case that files like /floppy/panasync.tex and /home/cbm/psart.tex are versions of the same entity and /src/q/readme.txt and /tmp/qinst/readme.txt are totally unrelated.

4 Panasync Operations

In order to assist file replication and versioning tasks, we propose a set of commands that track dependencies between versions of files. A file system with PANASYNC extensions, or user level commands, manages ordinary as well as panasync-enabled files, the latter having an extra time-stamp attribute. For convenience of discourse we designate the panasync-enabled files pfiles and the others ofiles (ordinary files); we also use the term file to

| create(body,target) |
| echo "body" > target |
| copy(base,target) |
| cp base target |
| move(base,target) |
| mv base target |

Table 1: Classic file constructs.
refer to either class. The traditional commands apply to both file types, but pfles can also be manipulated by the PANASYNC operations as shown in Table 2 (where we also present possible Unix mappings).

The new operation is used to create a pfle. Its name, target, is mandatory and an optional file name for initialization is allowed by indicating a base file. Usage of this operation means that new a lineage of files is being created and that the target pfle is not comparable with other lineages. Ordinary files are all non comparable.

When a backup, versioning or replication action is needed, users can resort to the duplicate operation. This operation creates a target pfle from the base pfle and ensures that both share the same lineage. After duplication both pfles are equivalent, hold the same contents and should be regarded as siblings. In fact, although base was the starting point they do not hold a parent/child relation.

An immediately subsequent join operation with one of these pfles as base and the other as target would remove base since the system detects that they share unchanged content, as well as positions that can be determined to be equivalent in the version lineage.

By consulting the pfles time-stamps the join operation is able to relate any pair of files, verify if one of the following conditions holds, and advise appropriate action:

- **Condition**: base and target are in distinct lineages, or one or both of them are pfles.
  **Action**: Abort the join and do nothing.

- **Condition**: base dominates target, or target dominates base.
  **Action**: The normal action is to remove base and place in target the content that dominates (either from base or target), but an option can be provided to choose the dominated content.

- **Condition**: Neither base nor target dominates, which means that they hold concurrent updates.
  **Action**: Do nothing or prompt the user for a reconciliation file, in which case both base and target are removed and the new contents are stored in the position target. This new file dominates all files that is ancestors would dominate.

This description shows that names are not important in these operations since pfles have enough information to distinguish file instances as well as to compare them. As a consequence of this, the choice of pfle names need only address name clash avoidance in the directory system that stores them.

In fact it is possible to design an option that applies a join operation recursively to two whole subtrees. This would select all pfles from the subtrees, produce two flat lists of files and compare those in the same lineage, removing, for instance, the dominated files from the first subtree.

Another useful construct, although not a basic one, is a panasync base1 base2 command that produces a join of the two files in a temporary pfle and immediately duplicates it again into base1 and base2. The overall effect is to keep two copies with synchronized contents.

Renaming pfles can be done as usual with the original move command, as long as time-stamp association to file name can be tracked. Depending on the system, this need can lead to a simple patch to the native move command or to the introduction of a panamv construct.

Finally, the use of the native copy with a pfle as base produces a target ofile with unrelated lineage, which is a useful functionality.

5 Synopsis of Time-Stamping

The complex pattern of version and lineage control can only be achieved with a sound time-stamping technique that supports autonomous creation of a partial order among file replicas, and the identification of lineages. A presentation of the causality model and time-stamping technique is beyond the scope of this paper. Some insight on the technique can be found in [2, 1]. Here we will only address some significant points that characterize this time-stamp model.

Vector time-stamps, as originally shown in [5], allow the tagging of identical replicas with identical time-stamps. This is possible due to the fact that the identity of the replication volumes, and the information of the hosting volume for each replica, can complement the information stored in the time-stamp. On the contrary, if we wish to have autonomous time-stamps all the relevant information must be stored in each replica time-stamp. This leads to the existence of distinct time-stamps that identify equivalent replicas. The partial order algorithm must detect that simple replica duplication does not make them different but only raises the possibility of separate modifications. Such replicas cease to be equivalent once they suffer changes.

Unlike vector time-stamps, this scheme does not impose structural limits on the number of replicas, since
replica identity is recursively constructed with the information that is locally available.

6 Example Scenarios

.... Setup ..... 
1$ pananew mybib.bib pana.bib 
2$ panadup pana.bib /floppy/pana.bib 
3$ cat entry1.bib >> /floppy/pana.bib 
4$ panadup /floppy/pana.bib /zip/p.bib 

.... 1st Scenario ..... 
5$ mv /floppy/pana.bib /floppy/panasync.bib 
6$ cat DSM.bib >> /zip/p.bib 
7$ panajoin pana.bib /zip/p.bib 
Info: /zip/p.bib content dominates pana.bib 
8$ panajoin /zip/p.bib /floppy/panasync.bib 
Info: /zip/p.bib content dominates /floppy/panasync.bib 

.... 2nd Scenario ..... 
5$ mv /floppy/pana.bib /floppy/panasync.bib 
6$ cat DSM.bib >> /zip/p.bib 
7$ panajoin /floppy/pana.bib /zip/p.bib 
Warning: Files are concurrent 
use -s to specify substitute 
8$ adiff /floppy/pana.bib /zip/p.bib -o merge.bib 
9$ panajoin /floppy/pana.bib /zip/p.bib -s merge.bib 
10$ panajoin /zip/p.bib pana.bib 
Info: /zip/p.bib content dominates pana.bib 

Figure 1: Example runs with PANASYNC tools.

The example in Figure 1 (with first scenario in Figure 2) shows a hypothetical use of PANASYNC commands under the Unix environment. In the setup phase a new lineage is created together with the file pana.bib and its contents are initialized with mybib.bib content (1$). We recall that there is no ordering relation between these two files.

Afterwards the pana.bib file is duplicated to a directory mapping a floppy device (2$) and its contents are changed with the concatenation of entry1.bib (3$). Finally this file is duplicated into /zip/p.bib (4$). We can expect that /zip/p.bib and /floppy/pana.bib are equivalent, and that both dominate the local pana.bib content.

For simplicity all examples have been illustrated in a single machine. It must be kept present that all operation steps are possible on any arbitrary machine that accesses the used persistent store. The use of floppy and zip names emphasizes this possibility since they designate transportable persistent media.

6.1 First Scenario

Now we change the name of the floppy resident file into /floppy/panasync.bib (5$). In fact we can move this file to any place or system since its identity does not depend on its name. Next we add some content to p.bib and try to join it with the local pana.bib (6$).

This join is straightforward since one of the files dominates the other. As usual, the two files supplied as arguments to panajoin are checked for their relative order and the join outcome is written to the second file argument. This is the case even if the second file is the dominated one.

After the last panajoin invocation the three replicas from the start of this first scenario have been collapsed into a single replica at /floppy/panasync.bib. Since there were no concurrent changes the convergence was trivially accomplished. A simple way to check for the presence of concurrent changes, in Figure 2 as well as the second scenario figure, is to track the arrows (●) that indicate changes. This can be done by following the arrows, from the replicas, in the reverse direction and check if both have changes that the other has not seen.

6.2 Second Scenario

In this second scenario, with its evolution outline in Figure 3, we make sure that some concurrency of changes does occur, by adding content to both /zip/p.bib (5$) and /floppy/pana.bib (6$). Consequently, the join tentative over these two files fails and issues a warning identifying the occurrence of concurrency, and asking for the provision of a content that reconciles the files.

The user is free to choose the content that is to be provided. In this case, the user resorts to the adiff tool in order to select the merged content from the two concurrent files and to supply it to the next panajoin invocation.

The last panajoin invocation illustrates that when merges of concurrent evolutions occur, the order of the new file is such that it dominates all the files that were previously dominated by either of the merged files. This factor empowers the user decisions when supplying a merge and helps future replica convergence, thus constituting a very powerful property that is particular to this system.
(floppy) panasync.bib
↓$ mv$
(floppy) pana.bib

(floppy) • pana.bib
↓$ cat >>$
(floppy) pana.bib

(floppy) • pana.bib
↓$ cat >>$
(floppy) pana.bib

(local) mybibs.bib

(local) pana.bib

Figure 2: First Scenario. Here a single branch dominates the other branches. The mv action that renames one of the pfiles does not change its identity and time-stamp.

Figure 3: Second Scenario. Two parallel branches suffer concurrent changes and are re-conciliated with a merge content. The resulting pfile inherits existing domination relations and supersedes an early branch.

7 Design Issues

The basic PANASYNC implementation will be built over a set of portable command-line tools. The purpose of these tools is not only to test the use of this dependency tracking system, but also to ease its integration into existing file managers. A second phase will encompass the exploration of an adaptation technique for native file systems, eventually with the use of a reflection mechanism.

In PANASYNC, file naming is a user convenience although the system does not rely on it to track dependencies between pfiles. Evidences from observation of typical patterns of usage suggest that PANASYNC users should be able to change pfile names at will and the system must still be able to ensure correct dependency tracking. To achieve this purpose, PANASYNC will rely on a mapping from a special pfile identifier into its name. This will enable the system to assess if two pfiles belong to the same lineage independently of their current names. The identifier will be given to the pfile upon creation and associated to the specified name. Each time a move is issued the pfile identifier mapping will be updated. For practical purposes this identifier can be generated from traditional techniques based on existing hardware settings (e.g., ethernet address), file creation time and a random value.

To achieve its purposes, PANASYNC needs to store this extended information about pfiles. In fact, not only it will need to record the current name of each pfile, but also its time-stamp and an MD5 digest to actually track its dependencies.

Another issue in the design of PANASYNC is the trans-
parent detection of modification of pfiles’ content. This 
objective cannot be reliably achieved by evaluating the 
creation and modification time-stamps provided by most 
of the traditional file systems. Instead, PANASYNC calcu-
lates a MD5 digest for each pfile upon its creation, and 
also stores this information on the mappings discussed 
above. Each time panadup and panajoin are issued the 
MD5 is recalculated, enabling the detection of modifica-
tions on the pfies with the setting of a dirty attribute 
that is used in the time-stamp construction algorithm.

To ensure portability PANASYNC will provide an exter-
nal representation of pfles’ attributes. This will enable 
transferring pfies through non-supported systems, such 
as email, for instance.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the motivation behind the concep-
tion of PANASYNC and shown usage scenarios. The sys-
tem aims to support common tasks of file replication and 
versioning, which could be done either manually, with-
out system support, or under control environments that 
are focused toward coarser grain scenarios. Also, these 
environments cannot track dependencies among an ar-
binary number replicas. We believe that the addressed 
patterns of fine grain file copying are bound to increase 
with ongoing trends of increased user mobility and in-
formation sharing among mobile and fixed units. The 
PANASYNC approach does not intend to substitute the 
functionality of versioning systems or replicated file sys-
tems, but rather act as orthogonal support for a partic-
ular and common class of use cases.

Apart from the practical design issues, the central 
point that enables the conception of a system with these 
characteristics is the underlying time-stamping scheme. 
Presently, we have reached a time-stamp design that al-
 lows identifier simplification upon joins. This design for-
mat allows us to start the construction of the first com-
mand prototypes.

Having designed the time-stamping mechanism, the 
next step will be the study of time-stamp size impact 
on the system under an average work pattern. Although 
not comparable with the small size of standard time at-
tributes we are confident that the extended control pos-
sibilities will make the use of pfies worth in a significant 
set scenarios.
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